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Instructor:Instructor:
CW3 Snelling/SFC FlatauCW3 Snelling/SFC Flatau

Risk Factor: LowRisk Factor: Low
Environmental Concerns:Environmental Concerns:
NoneNone



  

Purpose:Purpose:
To Provide a Fun andTo Provide a Fun and
Challenging formatChallenging format
for Learning.for Learning.
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FIREFIRE FODFOD HEARINGHEARING
ConservationConservation

HAZMATHAZMAT
HAZCOMHAZCOM

GSEGSE HouseHouse
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POT POT 
POURIPOURI



  

TCFE 420-90 requires a fire TCFE 420-90 requires a fire 
evacuation drill to be evacuation drill to be 
conducted a minimum?conducted a minimum?



  

MAINMAIN

What is AnnuallyWhat is Annually



  

This type of Fire This type of Fire 
ExtinguisherExtinguisher
used for fires used for fires 

involvinginvolving
wood, paper, cloth, wood, paper, cloth, 

rubber, & many rubber, & many 
plasticsplastics



  

What is a Class AWhat is a Class A
Fire ExtinguisherFire Extinguisher

MAINMAIN



  

The 4 step method for The 4 step method for 
using most portable using most portable 

fire extinguishers fire extinguishers 
using the acronymusing the acronym

P.A.S.S.P.A.S.S.



  

What isWhat is
P - Pull the Safety PinP - Pull the Safety Pin
A - Aim at the base of the fireA - Aim at the base of the fire
S - Squeeze the discharge handleS - Squeeze the discharge handle
S - Sweep the agent from side toS - Sweep the agent from side to

side at the base of the fireside at the base of the fire

MAINMAIN



  

Class D fire Class D fire 
extinguishersextinguishers

are used for whatare used for what
type of fire?type of fire?



  

What is a CombustibleWhat is a Combustible
Metals fire Metals fire 

MAINMAIN



  

STOP, DROP, & ROLLSTOP, DROP, & ROLL



  

What is the procedureWhat is the procedure
when a person’s clothingwhen a person’s clothing

catches fire?catches fire?

MAINMAIN



  

The acronymThe acronym
F.O.D. standsF.O.D. stands

forfor



  

What is What is 
Foreign Object Foreign Object 

Damage?Damage?

MAINMAIN



  

Mandatory at all Mandatory at all 
Monthly Safety Monthly Safety 

MeetingsMeetings
IAW AR 385-95IAW AR 385-95



  

What is a FOD What is a FOD 
discussion and review discussion and review 

of FOD incidents?of FOD incidents?

MAINMAIN



  

The approach The approach 
to maintenance toto maintenance to

prevent FODprevent FOD



  MAINMAIN

What is theWhat is the
““Clean as you go”Clean as you go”

approachapproach



  

Properly accounted Properly accounted 
for at the end of for at the end of 

each maintenance each maintenance 
operationoperation



  

What is tools, hardware, What is tools, hardware, 
and other equipment  and other equipment  

MAINMAIN



  

The personnel responsibleThe personnel responsible
to take an active role into take an active role in

FOD PreventionFOD Prevention



  

What isWhat is
All Unit PersonnelAll Unit Personnel

MAINMAIN



  

Publications that coversPublications that covers
Hearing ConservationHearing Conservation



  

What is What is 
DA Pam 40-501DA Pam 40-501

MAINMAIN



  

Those exposed to highThose exposed to high
noise areas are requirednoise areas are required

training and testingtraining and testing
a minimum?a minimum?



  

What is annualWhat is annual
hearing conservationhearing conservation

training training 

MAINMAIN



  

Manages the Manages the 
Division Hearing Division Hearing 

Conservation Conservation 
programprogram



  

What is the DivisionWhat is the Division
Hearing ConservationHearing Conservation

NCONCO

MAINMAIN



  

The decibel levelThe decibel level
that requires all personnelthat requires all personnel

working in, or visitingworking in, or visiting
potentially noise-hazardouspotentially noise-hazardous

areas to have hearingareas to have hearing
protection.protection.



  

What is 85 dBA, What is 85 dBA, 
regardless of durationregardless of duration

MAINMAIN



  

Noise greater thanNoise greater than
103 dBA, but less than103 dBA, but less than

or equal to 108 dBAor equal to 108 dBA



  

What is the noise level What is the noise level 
that “DOUBLE that “DOUBLE 

PROTECTION” is required, PROTECTION” is required, 
(earplugs & muffs)(earplugs & muffs)

or (earplugs & helmet)or (earplugs & helmet)

MAINMAIN



  

The acronym MSDSThe acronym MSDS
stands forstands for



  

What is Material What is Material 
Safety Data SheetSafety Data Sheet

MAINMAIN



  

The person responsible to The person responsible to 
manage the divisionmanage the division

Satellite Accumulation SiteSatellite Accumulation Site
(SAS site)(SAS site)



  

What is the divisionWhat is the division
Hazardous WasteHazardous Waste

CoordinatorCoordinator

MAINMAIN



  

Training requiredTraining required
for everyone who worksfor everyone who works
with hazardous materialwith hazardous material

or hazardous waste or hazardous waste 



  

What is Hazcom, What is Hazcom, 
First Responder, andFirst Responder, and

unit Hazmat managementunit Hazmat management

MAINMAIN



  

The disposition for The disposition for 
old fluorescent bulbsold fluorescent bulbs

and aerosol cans and aerosol cans 



  

What is the Ft. EustisWhat is the Ft. Eustis
Waste CollectionWaste Collection
point (bldg 850)point (bldg 850)

MAINMAIN



  

Any questions aboutAny questions about
unit HAZMAT or unit HAZMAT or 

HAZWASTE should be HAZWASTE should be 
directed todirected to



  

What is the UnitWhat is the Unit
  HWCHWC

(Hazardous Waste Coordinator)(Hazardous Waste Coordinator)

or the or the 
AECAEC

  ((Area Environmental Coordinator)Area Environmental Coordinator)

MAINMAIN



  

Your Actions prior to Your Actions prior to 
using any Groundusing any Ground

Support EquipmentSupport Equipment



  

What is conduct theWhat is conduct the
daily inspectiondaily inspection

MAINMAIN



  

The form that is used The form that is used 
to log the history of to log the history of 

the GSEthe GSE
maintenancemaintenance



  

What is the DD 314What is the DD 314

MAIN



  

Compressed gas Compressed gas 
cylinderscylinders

are prevented from are prevented from 
fallingfalling
over byover by



  

What is secured properly What is secured properly 
on on 

the hand truck, wall, or the hand truck, wall, or 
cage by a chain or strap.cage by a chain or strap.

MAINMAIN



  

IAW TM 1-1500-204-IAW TM 1-1500-204-
23-1 hanger ground 23-1 hanger ground 
points will be tested points will be tested 
annually to ensure annually to ensure 
the resistance isthe resistance is



  

What is below   What is below   
 10,000 ohms 10,000 ohms

MAINMAIN



  

TM 1-1500-204-23-TM 1-1500-204-23-
1 states that 1 states that 

ground wires will ground wires will 
be inspectedbe inspected



  

What is monthlyWhat is monthly

MAINMAIN



  

What common office What common office 
recycle items should recycle items should 
not be mixed in with not be mixed in with 

trashtrash



  

What is aluminum What is aluminum 
cans, paper, and cans, paper, and 
plastic bottlesplastic bottles

MAIN



  

To prevent a tripping To prevent a tripping 
hazard and to prevent hazard and to prevent 
damage to electrical damage to electrical 
cords and computer cords and computer 

cablescables



  

What is secure them outWhat is secure them out
of the way of walking trafficof the way of walking traffic

  and chair wheelsand chair wheels

MAINMAIN



  

IAW Fort Eustis 420-90IAW Fort Eustis 420-90
trash cans will be emptiedtrash cans will be emptied



  

What is at the end of What is at the end of 
the duty day or shift the duty day or shift 

MAINMAIN



  

Tabacco productTabacco product
use within USAALSuse within USAALS

facilitiesfacilities



  

What is prohibited in What is prohibited in 
government facilitiesgovernment facilities

IAW AR 600-63IAW AR 600-63

MAIN



  

The recycle The recycle 
dumpsite's behind dumpsite's behind 

buildings 2715, and buildings 2715, and 
2716 are for what 2716 are for what 
recycle materialrecycle material



  

What is CardboardWhat is Cardboard

MAINMAIN



  

TCFE 420-90 states thatTCFE 420-90 states that
all heating appliances all heating appliances 

needneed
  to be placed onto be placed on



  

What is a Non-combustibleWhat is a Non-combustible
Surface Surface 

MAINMAIN



  

Plumbed emergencyPlumbed emergency
eyewash and showerseyewash and showers
should be inspectedshould be inspected

  and testedand tested



  

What is weekly What is weekly 

MAINMAIN



  

The speed limits onThe speed limits on
USAALS streetsUSAALS streets

Mclain, Mcmahon, and Mclain, Mcmahon, and 
BullardBullard



  

What is 10 MPHWhat is 10 MPH

MAINMAIN



  

According to TCFE 420-90According to TCFE 420-90
space heaters are space heaters are 
required to be U.L. required to be U.L. 
approved and beapproved and be

  __ feet away from __ feet away from 
any combustible materialany combustible material

when in usewhen in use



  

MAINMAIN

What is 3 feetWhat is 3 feet



  

The five stepThe five step
Risk ManagementRisk Management

processprocess



  

What is:What is:
1.  Identify Hazards1.  Identify Hazards
2.  Access the Risk2.  Access the Risk
3.  Develop controls3.  Develop controls
4.  Implement 4.  Implement 
controlscontrols
5.  Supervise5.  Supervise MAINMAIN



  

FINAL JEOPARDYFINAL JEOPARDY

Who is responsible forWho is responsible for
safety in your unitsafety in your unit



  

Everyone is responsibleEveryone is responsible
for SAFETYfor SAFETY
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